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Executive Summary  
 
The Screening Framework and Guidelines in Vermont Public Service Board (Board) Docket No. 

7873 and No. 7874, as modified on February 20, 2014, require that Reliability Plans be filed 

annually no later than April 1. This document comprises an update to Green Mountain Power 

Corporation’s (GMP’s) Reliability Plan for the Rutland area. As described more fully below, GMP 

is unable to provide a final Reliability Plan for this area, at this time, due to significant 

uncertainties including the future transmission system configuration for this area, transmission 

upgrade costs, and the impacts of GMP’s Solar Capital initiative. GMP believes that resolution 

of these uncertainties will be required before a least-cost solution to the Rutland area 

constraints can be developed. At the same time, latest analyses do indicate the characteristics 

of NTA solutions, including generation resources, that may ultimately become part of a least-

cost solution for this area. GMP is prepared to discuss these findings with generation 

developers as its analysis continues towards a final Reliability Plan. 

 

Overview 

 
The GMP system in the greater Rutland area includes the 46 kV transmission system, 
distribution system and the concentration of customer loads in the Rutland and Cold River areas 
that are fed primarily by VELCO’s North Rutland and Cold River 115/46 kV transformers.  It also 
includes the 46 kV transmission and distribution systems feeding the somewhat sparser loads to 
the south and west of Rutland that are fed by VELCO’s Blissville 115/46 kV transformer, and 
that extend down to Dorset.  It is summer peaking and represents about 96 Mw.   
 
The Vermont Marble Power Division (VMPD) 46 kV transmission and distribution systems just to 
the northwest of Rutland has been customarily viewed as distinct from the nearby GMP system 
due to VMPD’s previously independent ownership and normally open tie to the GMP system at 
West Rutland.  However, several years ago it was acquired by GMP (CVPS at that time) and is 
now viewed as an integral part of the greater Rutland area with problems and opportunities that 
interrelate to our own.  It too is summer peaking and constitutes about 30 Mw of peak summer 
load, caused in large part by the OMYA load. This system is currently fed solely by VELCO’s 
Florence 115/46 kV transformer and by whatever internal hydro or gas turbines are dispatched.  
Although there are no specific reliability criteria that limit the amount of single-sourced load, it is 
the opinion of GMP T&D Planning that having 30 Mw so configured is undesirable, and that a 
redundant network solution would be prudent.       
 
The greater Rutland area’s peak summer load, including VMPD, has been growing at a 
declining rate that is now effectively zero; the continued influx of efficiency measures and other 
resources seem likely to keep any load growth in check for at least the next several years.  
However the area currently has significant exposure to reliability deficiencies for various single 
contingencies due to many past years of load growth without system improvements, and 
dependence on an aging combustion turbine.  Among its most difficult contingencies is the loss 
of any one of the three VELCO 115/46 kV transformers that supplies the area, i.e. those at 
North Rutland, Cold River, and Blissville.  Following such a loss, at least one of the remaining 
two transformers may overload at higher load levels, accompanied by local 46 kV line overloads 
and/or system undervoltages.   
 
Although significant area load growth is not expressly anticipated within the next decade, added 
load in the form of a large discrete customer (such as the arrival of a major manufacturing plant) 
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or an unprecedented trend like electric vehicle charging, would obviously exacerbate these 
problems. 
 
In accordance with current Vermont planning standards and regulations, the analysis that 
underlies this report must consider both transmission and non-transmission solution options 
(NTAs).  All solution options must meet or at least approximate a minimum reliability standard 
as defined by GMP’s Equal Slope Criterion.  Unlike bulk system planning standards based on 
deterministic methods, this less-stringent guideline based on a combination of probabilistic and 
deterministic methods quantifies a reliability target with a more favorable cost benefit trade-off 
(see Appendix A for a more detailed explanation of the Equal Slope Criterion). 
 
Several emerging developments of late have begun to fundamentally alter the nature of this 
area’s reliability problems, and likewise, that of the possible solutions as well.   
First and foremost is the advent of GMP’s “Solar Capital” program for Rutland, an initiative with 
strong corporate and state support that is committed to the rapid growth of solar-powered 
generation within the area.  Already, much of the area’s reliability “gap” identified in prior 
analysis has been offset by this growing resource.  Further offset is expected within a very few 
years but will level off as the area’s post-sundown loads (which are unaffected by solar 
generation) begin to exceed the customary late afternoon peak load.  This time-shift in the daily 
peak load has changed the way planning studies must be done for the Rutland area, and in 
fairly short order, will have the same effect statewide as solar power gains traction.  Reliability 
problems during this post-sundown peak may be solved in various ways but adding more solar 
power is not among them1.  Accordingly, additional SPEED/Standard Offer solar plants cannot 
be part of the solution to the remaining Rutland area reliability gap as they do not have the 
necessary operating characteristics.   
 
A promising proposal has been made by Renewable Energy Resources Inc., to add a bio-
gasification plant2 in the Rutland area (instead of a more conventional diesel or combustion 
turbine) as a non-transmission alternative.  The required capacity to address the Rutland area’s 
resource gap is well within the bounds of reasonable size for such a facility.  Additional 
advantages include revenue from renewable energy credits (RECs), black-start capability 
payments from ISO, possible sales into the New England energy market, and jobs creation.  
Disadvantages include relatively slow ramp-up (versus a conventional recip. engine) because 
the cold biomaterial must be heated, equally slow ramp-down due to residual heat in the 
gasification stack, the possibility of unburned carbon monoxide escaping (toxicity), the explosive 
properties of the syngas, and the problem of rotting biomaterial held in storage.  A dedicated 
analytical study of Renewable Energy Resources Inc.’s bio-gasification proposal, including a 
detailed cost/benefit analysis, is still pending. 
 
Other dispatchable resources such a bio-gasification plant from a different developer, a direct-
burn biomass plant, demand response, or conventional generation (diesel or combustion 

                                                           
1
 An exception to this principle is possible if the solar generation is supplemented with energy storage using 

batteries or hydrogen/fuel-cells that can quickly dispatch sufficient power at the right time.  The problem with 
most storage technologies is that their cost is currently prohibitive and is not likely to be substantially reduced 
within GMP’s planning horizon (a decade or so). 
 
2
 Such a plant uses raw biomaterial such as wood chips, pellets, or switch-grass as “fuel”, but rather than burning 

them directly, they are loaded into a “gasification stack” where they are heated to a temperature sufficient to 
produce a combustible “syngas”, the important components of which are hydrogen, methane, and carbon 
monoxide.  This derivative gas mixture is then burned in a reciprocating engine to produce electrical power with a 
fairly benign emissions profile.  Bio-gasification is a well-developed technology in Europe, is reliably dispatchable, 
modular in design, and requires on-site or near-site storage of the bio-based fuel.  
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turbine), may be evaluated as well.   In order to satisfy our reliability needs, these resources 
must be dispatchable, located within the Rutland area (preferably near Lalor Avenue), 
dispatchable within a short timeframe (no more than 30 minutes and preferably less), of 
sufficient capacity (2-3 Mw) and able to sustain that capacity for several days.  In addition to 
these dispatchable resources, assessments are needed of new efficiency measures which may 
reduce the requirements for new generation. 
 
The determination as to whether the preferred transmission alternative (West Rutland 115/46 kV 
interconnection) will be chosen over a non-transmission alternative such as the bio-gasification 
plant will depend to a large extent on the availability of a 115 kV bay that currently exists at 
VELCO’s West Rutland sub.  If the transmission alternative was chosen, the open bay would 
preferably serve as the location of the new 115/46 kV transformer and associated 46 kV line 
terminations.  At the present time, the proposed West Rutland wind farm has an ISO-recognized 
entitlement to the bay, but the project has been inactive for many months and appears to be 
poised for cancellation.  The cancellation of this project would permit a considerable reduction in 
the cost to build a transmission solution (i.e. a West Rutland 115/46 kV interconnection).  The 
cost differential is approximately $11.7 M, based on a 2011 estimate. 
 
Given the sweeping changes and emerging uncertainties in the Rutland area, the changing 
state of affairs in this area requires a careful reassessment.  A final reliability plan, including an 
analysis of “sufficient benefits” will be completed no later than April 1, 2015.  It is imperative that 
the solution selection is based on as accurate information as possible to assure that the least 
cost solution is selected so as to not negatively impact the Vermont ratepayers.  Additional time 
will hopefully provide a resolution of the VELCO West Rutland 115 kV bay availability and 
provide more data to reflect progress on the Solar Capital initiative and its impact on summer 
peaks.  GMP’s latest analysis indicates that the remaining area resource gap (as now defined 
by the post-sundown peak loads) may be as small as 2-3 Mw.  GMP is willing to discuss 
developer proposals for renewable generation that meet the required operating characteristics.  
 
More details of the reliability plan for the Rutland Area may be found in Appendix B (Rutland 
Area Action Plan Update) which has been updated to reflect the current plans and timelines. 
 
 System description and geographic orientation  

 
A closed load-area interface or boundary is defined by the following breakers and includes all 
generation therein (see Figure A circuit map and Figure B one-line schematic diagram): 
 

 VELCO Blissville H76 46 kV breaker  

 VELCO North Rutland H71 46 kV breaker 

 GMP North Rutland B-2 46 kV breaker 

 VELCO Cold River H89 46 kV breaker 

 GMP Cavendish B-16 46 kV breaker    
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The defined area’s largest load concentration is in Rutland City, which is surrounded by smaller 
outlying population centers that are separated by areas of sparse population and modest local 
demand.  The area is a mix of industrial, commercial, and residential load, with the 
preponderance of the industrial and bulk commercial load located in Rutland City.  The present-
day combined area summer peak load is approximately 96 MW. 
 
The transmission system serving the area is a 46 kV network system supported by VELCO’s 
overlying 115 kV and 345 kV systems.   
 
A small amount of local hydro (approximately 3 Mw) as well as a modest gas turbine peaking 
capability in Rutland City (approximately 10 Mw) may partially offset the area’s load.  The 
existing gas turbine is nearly 50 years old and is considered less than reliable.    
 
The study area as defined above was not considered to be immutable.  In cases where the 
study revealed that a problem’s root cause or some important relationship lay beyond it, it was 
pursued, within reason.  For example, some of the contingencies tested fell well outside of the 
bounded area. 
 
As an extension of our initial area boundary, the VMPD system was added into the study’s area 
of interest after it became clear that it shared some of the problems of the Rutland / Blissville / 
Cold River area, and that it might contribute some of the potential solutions if networked.  
Therefore, the closure of the normally-open West Rutland to Proctor 46 kV connection is 
assumed in some of the simulations (along with requisite 46 kV reconductoring all the way to 
Florence), which adds roughly 30 Mw of peak load to the study area’s load pocket, and adds the 
VELCO Florence H84 breaker as one of the defining interconnection points of the area’s 
boundary.    
 
Planning and Operating Criteria  
 
The Rutland/Blissville/Cold River area 46 kV network transmission system is not considered to 
be a “bulk” transmission system, and is therefore not subject to ISO reliability rules for planning 
purposes, but rather, is subject to whatever rules are judged to be prudent and reasonable by 
GMP.  For non-bulk network planning studies (such as this one) GMP ordinarily relies on 
probabilistic-based and cost-based reliability criteria, in order to strike an appropriate balance 
between the infrastructure costs that are passed on to our customers and the reliability that the 
resulting system provides to them.  This is a flexible approach that best meets the needs of our 
customers for cost-effective yet reliable service.  More specifically, GMP employs a planning 
guideline that is somewhat less stringent than that used by ISO, called the Equal Slope Criterion 
(see Appendix A for a more thorough explanation).  In effect, adherence to the Equal Slope 
Criterion means that first-contingency coverage is only required up to a “threshold load level” 
(equal to 81% of peak load in the particular case of the Rutland area’s load duration shape) 
which is based on the shape of the subject area’s load duration curve.  Thermal violations on 
transformers and voltage violations on any subtransmission facility are permitted at loads above 
the threshold value because the probability of these violations is judged to be too small to justify 
the added cost to prevent them.   
 
One exception is the post-contingency overload of subtransmission lines, which can constitute a 
hazard (conductor sag) in cases where the overload is quite large.  Accordingly, such overloads 
are evaluated on a case by case basis when they may occur above the threshold load level, but 
in general, if the load can exceed 110% of the line’s normal rating, it must be remediated either 
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through reconductoring or through other effective means that do not rely on operator 
intervention.    
 
Note that a significant amount of simulation testing was performed at peak load as well as at the 
81% threshold load level, not to meet a planning standard that prohibits operating violations at 
peak, but rather, to gauge relative performance between solution options under difficult 
circumstances, as well as to determine their “longevity”, i.e., their ability to continue to provide 
reliable operation well into the future.      
 
Operating criteria include pre-contingency voltages of 95-105 %, post-contingency voltages of 
90-110 %, and no loading of transformers or other terminal equipment beyond their applicable 
thermal ratings (normal and/or emergency).  Note that GMP’s 46/48 kV and 34.5 kV lines do not 
have emergency thermal ratings, so their normal ratings are applied even in contingency 
situations, unlike the usual practice with higher-voltage bulk transmission lines.  Delta-V criteria 
for GMP’s 46/48 kV and 34.5 kV systems are 5% for capacitor redispatch and tie switching and 
10% for contingencies.  
 
Basecase Development and Assumptions 
 
The load representations of present-day peak load summer loadflow cases were calibrated 
using actual recorded load data (primarily SCADA-based).  Winter peak cases were not 
evaluated because the defined study area is decidedly summer peaking. 
 
All generation changes in northern Vermont that were not balanced against offsetting area load 
changes were instead automatically balanced against generation changes of opposite sign at 
the Peach Bottom Nuclear Plant swing machine in the PJM system, located in southeast  
Pennsylvania near the Maryland border.  Other generation units (in southern New England, for 
example) could have been used for this purpose, but this alternative method would not be 
expected to materially affect the outcome of the simulations in central Vermont, particularly 
within its subtransmission network. 
 
Root Problems of the Area 
 
This subsection may be viewed as a summary of loadflow simulations of the existing system 
that have yet to be reported in detail.  The area has an inadequate number and an inadequate 
total capacity of 115/46 kV transformations.  It is served primarily by three such transformers; 
one at North Rutland, one at Blissville, and one at Cold River.  Each of these three has a 
summer normal nameplate rating of 56 MVA for a combined summer normal rating of 168 MVA.   
 
This deficiency is exacerbated by the area’s lack of generation support (less than 20 Mw) 
relative to its load burden (roughly 96 Mw summer peak at present).  At higher load levels, loss 
of one of the three major transformers into the area (Blissville, North Rutland, or Cold River) 
tends to result in overloading of at least one of the remaining transformers, as well as 
widespread undervoltage and 46 kV line overloads.  Local 46 kV line contingencies tend to 
cause similar problems, although these are generally less severe, less widespread and do not 
involve transformer overloading. 
 
Review and Interpretation of Simulation Results 

Table 1 summarizes the results of the loadflow simulations for peak load and for the Equal 
Slope threshold load of 81%.  Its column headings are labeled “A” through “V” and its rows 
(entries) are numbered to assist in identifying and discussing specific results. 
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Columns A-K have green headings denoting that they represent independent variables (inputs 
to the loadflow) and columns L-V have blue headings denoting that they represent dependent 
variables (outputs from the loadflow).  Any red fonts in these dependent parameters represent 
operating violations of operating criteria such as equipment overloads or undue voltage 
deviations.  

Column A denotes the entry number (i.e. row number, for handy reference). 

Column B provides the name of the loadflow case that was simulated.  It is of little use to the 
reader and is included mainly as a reference for the engineer performing the study. 

Column C denotes the general area configuration & conditions.  

Column D lists any special configurations used in the simulation.  The only special configuration 
used was the closure of an existing normally open 46 kV transmission line between West 
Rutland and West Rutland tap near Rutland. 

Column E denotes the assumed load level.  Some loads are present-day peak summer and 
some are off-peak loads pertaining to Equal Slope load thresholds of 81% of peak. 

Column F explains whether or not the existing Rutland GT is dispatched.  All cases in which 
this unit was dispatched simulated its generation at full output (10 Mw) with an assumed power 
factor capability of approximately 90%. 

Column G denotes the dispatch of hydro generation within the defined area of interest.  In most 
simulations it is zero and would be of little consequence in any event as it is very small relative 
to the area’s load. 

Column H lists the dispatch of area capacitors.  These include the Poultney 46 kV 5.4 Mvar 
bank, the North Rutland 115 kV 24.75 Mvar bank, and the Cold River 46 kV 5.0 Mvar bank.   

Column I lists special conditions, if any, using a footnote reference that permits more detail than 
a brief entry within the column itself. 

Column J lists the assumed contingency being simulated, if any. 

Column K denotes the assumed period of time between the pre-contingency steady state 
condition and the post-contingency simulation, or, defaults to an assumed steady state condition 
if the simulation is not a contingency.  With regard to the contingency simulations; some of 
these cases assume the time frame immediately following a contingency, just after breaker 
operations (T0+) and attenuation of short-term system transients.  These cases help determine 
whether the unfaulted system will successfully “ride through” the disturbance without criteria 
violations or system instability.  Other cases assume a longer time frame following a 
contingency, including the time required for corrective actions by system operators (steady state 
or SS).  These corrective actions, the results of which are simulated, may lessen the system’s 
burden (for example, dispatching additional capacitors) or may increase it (for example, 
restoring loads that were previously tied to the fault by re-sectionalizing).  These simulations 
help determine how much disrupted load (if any) may be successfully restored post-
contingency, prior to repairing the faulted element itself. 

Column L reports the Castleton to West Rutland 46 kV flow (Eastward) in Mw. 

Column M lists the worst subtransmission line, line termination, or bus overload in the study 
area (ignoring transformer overloads), providing its location and severity as a percent of the 
applicable rating. 
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Column N lists the 2nd worst subtransmission line, line termination, or bus overload in the study 
area (ignoring transformer overloads), providing its location and severity as a percent of the 
applicable rating. 

Column O lists the power export to New York on Vermont’s southernmost transmission tie.  

Column P provides the loading of VELCO’s Blissville 115/46 kV transformer in MVA and also 
expressed as a percent of its summer normal nameplate rating. 

Column Q provides the loading of VELCO’s North Rutland 115/46 kV transformer in MVA and 
also expressed as a percent of its summer normal nameplate rating. 

Column R provides the loading of VELCO’s Cold River 115/46 kV transformer in MVA and also 
expressed as a percent of its summer normal nameplate rating. 

Column S is unused but is reserved for the pending Rutland Area Solutions Study. 

Column T reports the worst (lowest) 46 kV voltage within the area of interest (Rutland / 
Blissville / Cold River, and VMPD when applicable). 

Column U reports the voltage at the Dorset 46 kV bus, as this outlying and radially-fed area is 
of specific voltage concern. 

Column V provides general commentary not covered elsewhere, or references to footnotes 
below the table in situations requiring greater detail. 

Simulation Results 

What follows is a description of the results in Table 1.  Some results may be discussed or cited 
in a different order from that in which they appear in the tables, in order to provide a more 
logical and intuitive summary. 

Table 1, entries (rows) 1 and 2 provide N-0 simulation data regarding the existing system 
configuration with present-day summer peak loading.  They are identical except that the second 
entry has zero hydro dispatch in the study area (defined earlier), which will be the default 
condition in all subsequent entries unless otherwise noted.  Both cases assume a scheduled 
flow of 21 Mw to NY on Vermont’s southernmost transmission tie. 

Table 1, entry (row) 3 provides similar data to that in entry 2 but with a flow of 25 Mw from NY 
on Vermont’s southernmost transmission tie.  This represents a fairly high (though by no means 
maximum) inflow. 

Table 1, entries (rows) 4, and 5 are essentially non-definitive and of little further interest. 

Table 1, entries (rows) 6, 7, and 8 provide the results for the loss of the North Rutland 115/46 
kV transformer with a flow to NY on Vermont’s southernmost transmission tie, with and without 
the Rutland GT dispatched at full output, based on the N-0 case in entry 2.  The Hydeville-
Blissvillle 46 kV line overloads at 117% of its summer rating until the Rutland GT is dispatched 
at full output (10 Mw), reducing the overload to 104%.  This same dispatch reduces an overload 
on the Cold River 115/46 kV transformer from 123% to 110% and improves an 88% 
undervoltage at East Rutland to 90%, which is just within acceptable limits. 

Table 1, entry (row) 9 provides the same simulation as that in entry 7, but with Vermont’s 
southernmost transmission tie to NY importing.  The results are quite similar those in row seven. 
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Table 1, entries (rows) 10 and 11 provide the results for the loss of the Cold River 115/46 kV 
transformer with a flow to NY on Vermont’s southernmost transmission tie, with and without the 
Rutland GT dispatched at full output, based on the N-0 case in entry 2.  The chief result of this 
simulation is an overload of the North Rutland 115/46 kV transformer of 136%, which is reduced 
to 122% after the Rutland GT is dispatched at peak output (10 Mw). 

Table 1, entries (rows) 12 and 13 provide the results for the loss of the Blissville 115/46 kV 
transformer with a flow to NY on Vermont’s southernmost transmission tie, with and without the 
Rutland GT dispatched at full output, based on the N-0 case in entry 2.  The salient result is a 
severe undervoltage at the Dorset 46 kV bus (78%), which scarcely improves with the dispatch 
of the Rutland GT (as would be expected). 

Table 1, entries (rows) 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18 are essentially non-definitive and of little further 
interest. 

Table 1, entry (row) 19 provides similar data to that in entry 18 but with a scheduled flow of 25 
Mw from NY on Vermont’s southernmost transmission tie.  The results are quite similar to those 
in entry 18, are essentially non-definitive and of little further interest. 

Table 1, entry (row) 20 provides N-0 simulation data for the existing system configuration with 
81% of present summer peak load (the minimum permissible load-serving capability per the 
Equal Slope Criterion).  It also assumes a flow to NY on Vermont’s southernmost transmission 
tie.   

Table 1, entry (row) 21 provides similar data to that in entry 20 but with a flow from NY on 
Vermont’s southernmost transmission tie.   

Table 1, entries (rows) 22 and 23 are essentially non-definitive and of little further interest. 

Table 1, entry (row) 24 provides the results for the loss of the North Rutland 115/46 kV 
transformer with a flow to NY on Vermont’s southernmost transmission tie, based on the N-0 
case in entry 20. 

Table 1, entry (row) 25 is essentially non-definitive and of little further interest. 

Table 1, entries (rows) 26 and 27 provide the results for the loss of the Cold River 115/46 kV 
transformer with a flow to NY on Vermont’s southernmost transmission tie, with and without the 
Rutland GT dispatched at full output, based on the N-0 case in entry 20.  The chief result of this 
simulation is an overload of the North Rutland 115/46 kV transformer of 109%, which is reduced 
to 96% after the Rutland GT is dispatched at peak output (10 Mw). 

Table 1, entry (row) 28 provides the results for the loss of the Blissville 115/46 kV transformer 
with a flow to NY on Vermont’s southernmost transmission tie, based on the N-0 case in entry 1.  
The salient result is a moderate undervoltage at the Dorset 46 kV bus (87%). 

Table 1, entries (rows) 29-34 inclusive, show no outstanding problems and are essentially 
non-definitive and of little further interest. 

Table 1, entry (row) 35 provides N-0 simulation data regarding the existing system 
configuration with 91% of the existing summer peak load (somewhat above the Equal Slope 
threshold load of 81%, as a relative performance gauge).  It also assumes a flow to NY on 
Vermont’s southernmost transmission tie.   

Table 1, entry (row) 36 provides similar data to that in entry 35 but with a flow from NY on 
Vermont’s southernmost transmission tie.  
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Table 1, entries (rows) 37 and 38 are essentially non-definitive and of little further interest. 

Table 1, entries (rows) 39 and 40 provide the results for the loss of the North Rutland 115/46 
kV transformer with a flow to NY on Vermont’s southernmost transmission tie, with and without 
the Rutland GT dispatched at full output, based on the N-0 case in entry 35.  The chief result of 
this simulation is an overload of the Cold River 115/46 kV transformer of 112%, which is 
reduced to 99% after the Rutland GT is dispatched at peak output (10 Mw). 

Table 1, entry (row) 41 provides the results for the loss of the North Rutland 115/46 kV 
transformer assuming  a flow from NY on Vermont’s southernmost transmission tie.  The 
Hydeville-Blissville 46 kV line overloads at 115% of its summer rating.  This is a direct violation 
of the Equal Slope Criterion (see Appendix A). 

Table 1, entries (rows) 42 and 43 provide the results for the loss of the Cold River 115/46 kV 
transformer with a flow to NY on Vermont’s southernmost transmission tie, with and without the 
Rutland GT dispatched at full output, based on the N-0 case in entry 35.  The chief result of this 
simulation is an overload of the North Rutland 115/46 kV transformer of 124%, which is reduced 
to 110% after the Rutland GT is dispatched at peak output (10 Mw). 

Table 1, entries (rows) 44 and 45 provide the results for the loss of the Blissville 115/46 kV 
transformer with a flow to NY on Vermont’s southernmost transmission tie, with and without the 
Rutland GT dispatched at full output, based on the N-0 case in entry 35.  The chief result of this 
simulation is an overload of the North Rutland 115/46 kV transformer of 102%, which is reduced 
to 92% after the Rutland GT is dispatched at peak output (10 Mw). 

Table 1, entries (rows) 46-51 inclusive, show no outstanding problems and are essentially 
non-definitive and of little further interest. 

Discussion of Table 1 Results 

The relevant contingency simulations that are derived from the basecase in entry 2 indicate that 
a number of system problems and vulnerabilities already exist at current peak load levels, with 
voltage and thermal violations severe enough to deduce that these problems exist at load levels 
substantially below peak, and therefore pose a significant duration of exposure.  Some of the 
relatively high impedance 46 kV paths between the Rutland area and the Blissville/West 
Rutland area to the west appear to be thermally stressed and in need of reconductoring or 
additional parallel paths to share the burdens.  The Dorset area (not surprisingly) is showing 
signs of voltage weakness when the nearby Blissville 115/46 kV transformer is lost.  The main 
inference here is that the existing system already has some significant reliability problems within 
this geographic area that need to be addressed. 

Entries 20-34, inclusive, are intended to determine whether summer loads are high enough at 
the present time to violate the Equal Slope Criterion in such a way that major remediation 
(beyond mere line reconductoring and capacitor additions) are required.  The results do in fact 
indicate that, although things have not gotten seriously out of hand, there is a need for such 
remediation right now.     

Specifically, entry 24 demonstrates that loss of the North Rutland 115/46 kV transformer at 
81%9 of present-day peak summer load results in a Cold River 115/46 kV transformer loading of 
98% of its summer normal nameplate rating or 53.9 Mva.  Dispatch of the Rutland GT could 
reduce this percentage by at least another 10 or 12 points, but GMP is reluctant to rely on the 
Rutland GT for thermal remediation when it occurs at less than the Equal Slope load threshold 
(and the use of transformer emergency ratings curves and load shedding are similarly 
discouraged for planning purposes at less than the Equal Slope Criterion load threshold). 
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Entries 26 and 27 are of even greater concern, showing that loss of the Cold River 115/46 kV 
transformer at 81%9 of present-day peak summer load results in a North Rutland 115/46 kV 
transformer overload of 109% of its summer normal nameplate rating or 62.1 Mva.  Dispatch of 
the Rutland GT reduces this to 98% but is unacceptable as a planned remedy at loads any 
lower than 81% (the Equal Slope threshold load), which would clearly still result in a North 
Rutland transformer overload.  The remainder of the simulations (down to and including entry 
34)  merely serve to confirm what is already clear, that the existing subtransmission system in 
the study area is in need of major remediation, either in the form of a new 115/46 kV 
interconnection, or in the form of significant new non-transmission resources.      

Entries 35-51, inclusive, are intended to essentially echo the testing done in entries 20-34, 
inclusive, but with incrementally higher area load (91% of peak versus 81% of peak).  There are 
no real surprises, with the same problems showing proportionate increases. 

In the context of a possible NTA solution for the area, the results of entries 26 and 27 in Table 1 
are definitive and worthy of special emphasis.  These two simulations are based on the 
threshold load for Equal Slope compliance, which is 81% of peak for this particular area.  In 
entry 26, the loss of the Cold River 115/46 kV transformer results in an overload of the Rutland 
115/46 kV transformer (109% of normal) as it picks up much of the deficit.  Ordinarily, the 
emergency ratings of this unit might be employed if the outage of the Cold River transformer 
could be assumed to be a temporary condition (minutes to hours).  However, given that the 
planning criteria on which we are relying (Equal Slope) are already less stringent than strict 
deterministic criteria, and, given that such an outage could last for several days if the Cold River 
transformer itself was faulted, it is assumed that the normal nameplate ratings of the Rutland 
transformer should be applied during the period that a spare unit is delivered and installed at 
Cold River.  This would limit the Rutland transformer’s available ratings to the value used in the 
simulation, which resulted in the 9% overload.   

In the accompanying entry 27 it is evident that the dispatch of the Rutland combustion turbine at 
its maximum capability (10 Mw) manages to reduce the transformer’s load to 96% of its normal 
rating.  Although this would be acceptable, the poor reliability of the combustion turbine itself 
renders this situation still unacceptable3.  Therefore, some other (reliable and dispatchable) 
resource is needed to meet this need.  The 96% load on the transformer could be allowed to 
rise as high as 100% (given that area load growth has apparently halted) so the 10Mw 
supplemental generation, if located at Lalor Avenue like the combustion turbine, could be 
reduced to perhaps 8 or 9 Mw.  This then is the minimal amount of new resource needed to 
eliminate the Rutland area reliability gap.  Resources located electrically further away from the 
problematic Rutland transformer would be less effective and would therefore need to be bigger.  

Blissville Tie Flow Sensitivity Testing 

Special sensitivity testing of the Blissville import or export to NY concluded that the influence of 
that flow, precontingency, is generally inconsequential to the contingency performance of 
GMP’s subtransmission system in southern Vermont.  

Adjustments for the Effects of “Solar Capital”  

Recent analysis of load trends in the Rutland area for the years 2007-2013 indicate a static 
peak load (i.e. no significant growth or decline in that time period) as seen below: 

                                                           
3
 For several years now, GMP has elected to only rely on the aging Rutland and Ascutney combustion turbines at 

loads above the Equal Slope threshold. The rationale here is that the threshold load represents a level that is 
seldom exceeded and that the failure of the turbine to start or to continue running when above these infrequent 
load levels is of low probability and would be addressed with load-shedding if necessary. 
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Adding in the summer peak loads just after sundown shows a similar trend (static load), with the 
post-sundown peaks averaging about 93% of the absolute summer daytime peaks as seen 
below: 

 

 

Adding in the winter peaks (which are all post-sundown anyway) shows that they are quite close 
to the summer peaks as seen below: 
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These relationships offer important insight into the likely effect of the “Solar Capital” initiative, 
which is intended to provide at least 10 Mw of photo-voltaic capability in the Rutland area by 
2015 (and note that GMP is well on its way to meeting that goal as of this writing). 

Given the static nature of the various peaks, we may “forecast” the peak loads for the 
foreseeable future as being flat lines, based on an average of the ‘07-‘13 peaks, for the 
foreseeable future: 

 

 

But, because Rutland’s solar installations, both existing and expected, are geographically 

diverse, the effect of these plants is to act as distributed “load reducers” rather than as large 

centralized generators.  Therefore, we may easily portray their effect in our load graphs by 
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simply reducing the magnitude of the load functions (using an assumed 50% capacity factor for 

photo-voltaics) as follows:    

 

 

Note how the summer daytime peak function dips under the winter peak function and is nearly 
the same as the summer post-sundown peak function.  Any further solar power additions 
(beyond the 10 Mw assumed) will drop the red function even further while having no effect on 
the green and blue functions.  What this means is that within a relatively short time (several 
years at most) net loads in the Rutland area will no longer peak during daylight hours, even in 
summer.  Instead, the net peaks will be later in the day, probably around sundown.   

These post-sundown peak loads are expected to continue with little change up or down for the 
foreseeable future, and will represent the definitive condition for planning purposes.  
Accordingly, this time-shift in the daily peak load has changed the way planning studies must be 
conducted for the Rutland area, and in fairly short order, will have the same effect statewide as 
more solar power is added.  Reliability problems during these new post-sundown peak loads 
may be solved in various ways but adding more solar power is not among them4.  Accordingly, 
additional SPEED/Standard Offer solar plants cannot be part of the solution to the remaining 
Rutland area reliability gap as they do not have the necessary operating characteristics.   
 
There is one final and important effect of Solar Capital.  The Rutland area’s 8-9 Mw “resource 
gap” cited earlier in this report is a mid-day gap that we now believe will be diminishing as a 
result of the area’s rapid growth of solar generation (and probably has already done so over the 
past year or so).  Recall from the discussion above that the average post-sundown peak load is 
about 93% of the mid-day peak.  This means that the 96 Mw area peak should soon be 
dropping to around 90 Mw (and with little further growth anticipated).  The 6 Mw reduction in the 
peak means that the 8-9 Mw “gap” will soon be significantly less than that.  Is the relationship 

                                                           
4
 An exception to this principle is possible if the solar generation is supplemented with energy storage using 

batteries or hydrogen/fuel-cells that can quickly dispatch sufficient power at the right time.  The problem with 
most storage technologies is that their cost is currently prohibitive and is not likely to be substantially reduced 
within GMP’s planning horizon (a decade or so). 
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one-for-one (i.e. does the 6 Mw of peak decline offset exactly 6 Mw of resource gap)?  This has 
not yet been evaluated in loadflow, but the best judgment of T&D Planning is that it is probably 
not far from a one-for-one tradeoff.  If so, then the remaining reliability gap for the area would be 
something on the order of only 2-3 Mw. 
  
Preliminary Solution Options and Their Underlying Assumptions 

Three transmission solution options and three non-transmission solution options have been 
preliminarily evaluated and will be explained in greater detail in the pending Rutland Area 
Solutions Study.  The three transmission options all feature one additional 115/46 kV 
interconnecting transformer to supplement the existing three noted above (or four, counting the 
existing Florence transformer).  They would be located at North Rutland (expansion of the 
existing VELCO North Rutland 115/46 kV substation), South Rutland (new substation), or West 
Rutland (expansion of the existing VELCO West Rutland 345/115 kV substation).  
 
The three original non-transmission solution options soon coalesced into a single non-
transmission option.  This occurred because the main differences between the three were not in 
the assumed location of their generation additions, but in the assumed amounts and timing of 
their generator additions.  Based on early loadflow results, it became evident that one NTA 
option was too aggressive in its sizing and timing of generation additions, another one was not 
aggressive enough, and a third one struck just the right balance.    
 
This preferential non-transmission alternative (“NTA Option 2” in the parlance of the report) has 
two main features.  First, there is a cluster of new generation units assumed at Lalor Avenue (in 
Rutland City), totaling 15 Mw5 @ 90% power factor capability, installed at present day to 
account for the existing reliability “gap” described earlier.  Second, the normally-open 46 kV B7 
connection between West Rutland and VMPD is assumed to be normally closed, GMP West 
Rutland to Proctor 46 kV is assumed to be reconductored/rebuilt as 477 MCM "T, and the 7 Mw 
OMYA GT is assumed to be dispatched post-contingency, if needed to provide further area 
support.  Last, the normally-open 46 kV West Rutland tap to Lalor line is assumed to be 
normally closed to further leverage the benefit of the added generation at Lalor. 
 
A promising proposal has been made by Renewable Energy Resources Inc., to add a bio-
gasification plant6 in the Rutland area (instead of a more conventional diesel or combustion 
turbine) as a non-transmission alternative. The reduction in the area’s reliability “gap” made 
possible by the Solar Capital initiative and load growth reduction, as described above, means 
that a smaller bio-gasification plant could be sufficient to remedy area reliability, as opposed to 
the fifteen megawatt facility originally envisioned.  5 MW or less is within the bounds of 

                                                           
5
Note that the 8-9 Mw resource gap identified earlier in this report (and then further diminished by the effect of 

Solar Capital) seems to disagree with this preferred NTA which assumes 15 Mw of added resource, as identified in 
older studies of the area.  There is actually no disagreement.  15 Mw was the standard size for the likely gas 
turbine choice and would have filled the existing gap as well as creating enough margin to cover ten additional 
years of load growth.  Given that we now have little or no area load growth (absent a large discrete customer 
addition or an emerging trend like EV charging) there is no longer a need for a 15 Mw resource addition in Rutland, 
and it appears that our resource gaps is probably on the order of only 2-3 Mw.    

6
 Such a plant uses raw biomaterial such as wood chips, pellets, or switch-grass as “fuel”, but rather than burning 

them directly, they are loaded into a “gasification stack” where they are heated to a temperature sufficient to 
produce a combustible “syngas”, the important components of which are hydrogen, methane, and carbon 
monoxide.  This derivative gas mixture is then burned in a reciprocating engine to produce electrical power with a 
fairly benign emissions profile.  Bio-gasification is a well-developed technology in Europe, is reliably dispatchable, 
modular in design, and requires on-site or near-site storage of the bio-based fuel.  
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reasonable size for such a facility, whereas a few tens of megawatts would begin to exceed its 
practical limits.  Additional advantages include revenue from renewable energy credits (RECs), 
black-start capability payment from ISO, possible sales into the New England energy market, 
and jobs creation.  Disadvantages include relatively slow ramp-up (versus a conventional recip. 
engine) because the cold biomaterial must be heated, equally slow ramp-down due to residual 
heat in the gasification stack, the possibility of unburned carbon monoxide escaping (toxicity), 
the explosive properties of the syngas, and the problem of rotting biomaterial held in storage.  A 
dedicated analytical study of the bio-gasification proposal, including a detailed cost/benefit 
analysis, is still pending. 
 
All solution options preliminarily evaluated, included the closure of the normally open 46 kV 
transmission line between West Rutland and West Rutland tap near Rutland, which adds vital 
connectivity between the Rutland area and the complex of lines and loads to its west.  This 
measure proved to be quite beneficial in fortifying voltages and avoiding 46 kV line overloads 
under contingency, regardless the solution option with which it was combined.  Also, all solution 
options require some combinations of 46 kV shunt capacitor additions and 46 kV line 
reconductoring.   
 
And finally, it has been determined preliminarily that all solution options will likely require the 
installation of a 46 kV plus/minus 4 Mva dynamic var device at or near Pawlet. 
 
Because the transmission line closure noted in the paragraph above was applied to all solution 
options, including those of the non-transmission variety, all NTAs in this study might be more 
correctly viewed as non-transmission/transmission hybrid options, but with an emphasis on their 
non-transmission aspects.  
 
Some of the preliminary simulation testing (undocumented in this report) assumes the closure of 
the normally open 46 kV B7 tie between West Rutland and the VMPD system and also includes 
the assumed reconductoring of the 46 kV line between this tie point and Florence.  Preliminary 
testing showed that this reconfiguration of existing facilities is a worthwhile enhancement to any 
system improvement approach, whether transmission-based or non-transmission-based.  

This reconfiguration serves two vital purposes.  First, it establishes a network 46 kV supply to 
the VMPD system, as opposed to the radial Florence-based 46 kV supply that serves this area 
at present.  This permits the loss of the Florence supply (through loss of the Florence 115/46 kV 
transformer, a Florence substation bus fault, or other problem) to be survived without 
interruption to the VMPD and OMYA customers.   

Second, it provides an additional source of interconnected (115/46 kV) supply to the general 
Rutland/Blissville area upon loss of one of the other critical 115/46 kV sources at Blissville, 
Rutland, or Cold River. 

Next Steps 

More analysis is needed to determine the best solution alternative from among those described 
above; the pending Rutland Area Solutions Study will make that determination, with emphasis 
on post sundown summer peak loads and using the same study assumptions outlined herein. 

 Starting with the assumptions of static area load going forward, adjust basecases to 
reflect present-day post-sundown peak load. 

 Work with VEIC to determine efficiency measures that could impact post-sundown peak 
load reliability problems with due regard for costs and alacrity. 

 Evaluate proposal for bio-gasification plant. 
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 Determine outcome of West Rutland wind farm project and its effect on the availability of 
the 115 kV bay at West Rutland. 

 Evaluate all other relevant resource possibilities for that meet the needs outlined in this 
study. 

 Redo critical contingencies and analysis using these updated assumptions. 

 Run economic analysis to determine winners from combinations that just meet criteria, 
including an evaluation of potential market-based revenue from generation alternatives. 

 Finish up analytical details and draft “Rutland Area Solutions Study Report” - review with 
VSPC. 

 Include closure of the B7 tie between GMP west Rutland and legacy VMPD, and 
reconductoring from West Rutland to Proctor as part of all solution alternatives.  It is 
possible that this networked mode of operation may alter the area’s 2-3 Mw resource 
requirement described earlier in the report. 
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Appendix A - Equal Slope Criterion 
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Entities that build transmission facilities comprising a part of the New England bulk transmission 

network have an inherent obligation to meet the minimum reliability standards recognized by the 

various owners and operators of that system.  Failure to meet such standards may not only 

jeopardize the entity’s own transmission system, but those of other interconnected entities as 

well.  

The tightly woven connectivity of higher-voltage bulk networks is something of a double-edged 

sword.  On the one hand, if unanimously operated to prudent standards and with ample 

margins, they are robust throughout.  On the other hand, if any part is operated to lesser 

standards or with poor margins, the resulting risk is imposed not just locally, but over a broad 

area.  NPCC’s recognized standards for reliability on bulk power transmission networks in the 

Northeastern US are deterministic in nature, and are generally known as N-1 or N-1-1.  These 

terms refer to the ability of a system to continue operating acceptably with one less (or two less) 

than the normal number of system components (i.e. lines, transformers, and generators).  This 

requirement extends all the way up to the peak load of the system or subsystem in question. 

However, the NPCC standards also allow for a level of reliability lower than the N-1 or N-1-1 

standard on lower-voltage systems, in cases where the failure of that system does not 

jeopardize the bulk system7.  Typically, the failure of lower-voltage local networks (or radials) 

served by a higher-voltage bulk network, does not jeopardize the bulk network itself, but only 

those load centers served by the lower voltage system(s).  Therefore, entities operating or 

building such lower-voltage systems are not necessarily required to adhere to the N-1 or N-1-1 

standards, as is the case for the bulk transmission system.  The appropriate level of reliability on 

such underlying systems is instead, determined by relative economic costs and benefits. 

Logically then, the appropriate level of reliability for such systems is not a fixed parameter (as 

with deterministic standards) but is a function of costs and benefits.  This leads naturally to a 

discussion of a typical cost-benefit characteristic (see Figure 1).  The law of diminishing returns 

dictates that the characteristic typically rises rapidly at first, then gradually flattens out.  Solution 

options near the extreme left have relatively low costs and relatively high benefit-to-cost ratios 

(i.e. the slope of the characteristic) but minimal overall benefits.  Solution options near the 

extreme right have higher overall benefits but very high costs and poor benefit-to-cost ratios.  

Deterministic standards are often so rigorous as to result in solution options that fall within this 

undesirable high-cost region for non-bulk networks.  More desirable solutions, with a reasonable 

cost/benefit tradeoff tend to exist near the “knee of the curve” as indicated in Figure 2.  CVPS 

strives to achieve a reasonable balance between total benefit levels and benefit-to-cost ratios.  

In other words, the Company seeks solutions that tend to fall near the middle of the cost-benefit 

tradeoff curve.  At CVPS, this cost/benefit philosophy is often referred to as a “most for less” 

approach, that is, most of the benefit of a deterministic standard but at substantially less cost.  

                                                           
7
  Section 2.1 Design Criteria of the NPCC’s Basic Criteria for Design and Operation of Interconnected Power 

Systems document states “It is …recognized that the Basic Criteria are not necessarily applicable to those elements 
that are not a part of the bulk power system or in the portions of a member system where instability or overloads 
will not jeopardize the reliability of the bulk power system.” 
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In terms of utility reliability standards, the approach which best achieves this balance is the 

probabilistic approach, which is flexible and may be cost-based, as opposed to the deterministic 

approach, which is rigid and is technically-based. For non-bulk networks the probabilistic 

approach to reliability is inherently more cost-effective than the deterministic approach because 

it concentrates capital resources on the greatest threats until the cost becomes prohibitive, 

whereas the deterministic approach basically assumes that capital resources are limitless and 

will be expended until the N-1 or N-1-1 standard is satisfied.  Furthermore, although the 

deterministic approach does recognize cost in choosing an option from among those that meet 

the reliability standard, it does not recognize cost as a determining factor in the development of 

the standard itself.  

Thus far, we have established a probabilistic reliability philosophy (i.e. “most for less”) but have 

yet to develop a quantitative standard or guideline based on that philosophy.  The development 

of such a guideline begins with an examination of a typical load duration curve.  Figure 3 is a 

generic load duration curve for an area or subsystem that may be defined by a closed interface 

(i.e. a “load pocket”).   

A load duration curve is simply a graphical representation of the range of loads that are 

experienced by an area or subsystem over a period of time, typically one year.  The parameters 

of load and duration may be expressed as percentages (up to 100%), or as absolute values 

(e.g. megawatts on the vertical axis and hours on the horizontal axis).  Note that the slope of the 

curve is related to the duration spent at or near a given load value - the flatter the slope, the 

greater the amount of time spent at or near that load.  Load duration curves are widely used by 

planning engineers to understand systems’ load behavior, and to determine the probabilities of 

being within specific load ranges. 

Before embarking on an explanation of a probabilistic standard or guideline, it may be useful to 

first explain a deterministic standard using the load duration curve.  Figure 4 provides the same 

load duration curve as in Figure 3 but with the minimum load-serving capability required to meet 

an N-1 deterministic standard, indicated by the horizontal green line.  Note that it intersects the 

curve at 100% of peak load, in other words, it requires that the system operate acceptably for 

any first contingency up to peak load.   

Now we may expand our discussion by considering once again the diminishing return on 

investment that is inherent in the cost benefit characteristic.  The reasons for the law of 

diminishing returns are varied, but in the case of transmission planning, one of its leading 

causes may be observed in a typical load duration curve.  When approaching its left-hand 

extreme, the load duration curve accelerates dramatically upward, culminating in a near-vertical 

termination.  The electrical infrastructure required to satisfy the N-1 criterion all the way to peak 

load may be quite expensive, but the duration of time spent near this peak (and therefore the 

probable exposure to a critical contingency) increases much more slowly than the increase in 

load itself.  Therefore, the reliability benefit of meeting the N-1 criterion on this last upward 

stretch of the load duration curve quickly diminishes, contributing greatly to the characteristic 

non-linearity of the cost-benefit curve.  An effective probabilistic reliability guideline must 

recognize this important relationship. 
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Therefore, we should avoid requirements for load-serving capability that extend all the way to 

peak load, but we should also avoid overall lax requirements that result in few reliability benefits.  

Accordingly, it makes sense to require first-contingency coverage for the load levels in the 

“shoulder” region of the load duration curve (i.e. the broad middle region between the prominent 

upward and downward curvatures) where the percent increase in load almost always occurs 

more slowly than the percent increase in duration.  In this region, worthwhile gains in reliability 

(through reductions in probable contingency exposure) may be achieved by capital investment8.  

But as the load duration curve begins to shift toward vertical near the extreme left-hand side, the 

incentive for continued investment quickly diminishes. 

At what point does this relationship “break even”, that is, at what point are we effectively 

indifferent to the expenditure of the next increment of capital to achieve the next increment of 

load-serving capability?  The answer will differ depending on the specifics of the system under 

consideration, the criticality of the load it serves, and other factors.  However, a logical guideline 

would be the point at which the rate of change of load (on a percent basis) begins to exceed the 

rate of change of duration (on a percent basis).  Any significant movement to the left of this point 

on the load duration curve will lead to a rapidly-diminishing return on investment.  Yet, such a 

guideline will still capture all of the “shoulder” region of the curve where the percent change in 

load is usually lower than the percent change in duration, and where reliability investment tends 

to be worthwhile. 

Figure 5 presents this concept graphically, using the same load duration curve as in Figures 3 

and 4.  A diagonal line connecting the peak load at zero duration to the minimum load at full 

duration has a slope equal to one (on a percent basis), and thus all along this line the rate of 

change of load percentage is equal to the rate of change of duration percentage.  This slope 

may then be shifted until it is tangent to the curved portion of the left-hand side of the load 

duration curve.  This point of tangency defines the minimum permissible load-serving capability 

of the system during the worst single contingency, as well as the acceptable level of exposure 

duration (i.e. the percent of time that the system would not be able to withstand the contingency 

without load-shedding).  In our generic example, these values are 80.5% of peak load and 7.5% 

duration, respectively. 

The proposed probabilistic reliability guideline may therefore be summarized as follows: 

The (minimum) reliability guideline for non-bulk network transmission is 

such that the system or subsystem in question must be able to survive the 

worst single contingency with minimally acceptable performance, for the 

load level at which the system’s marginal load percentage is equal to its 

marginal duration percentage, within its load duration characteristic.  

Generally there are two such points on any load duration characteristic.  

The right-hand point is trivial; the left-hand point is that to which this 

guideline applies. 

                                                           
8
 If contingency coverage of even the shoulder hours is deemed to be too expensive, then the next lower reliability 

standard for networked transmission systems is effectively N-0, also known as “all facilities in service”.  Although 
used in some parts of the world, US utilities and regulatory authorities are generally reluctant to accept this 
standard, viewing it as too lax for modern transmission networks. 
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This probability-based reliability guideline may be referred to as the “equal slope 

criterion” for short.  

It must be recognized that capital investments in utility infrastructure are not always scalable, 

but may instead be “lumpy”, in the parlance of utility planners.  This means that achieving the 

equal slope criterion with perfect precision may not be practical or even possible in some cases.  

This may leave the utility planner having to decide between overshooting or undershooting the 

prescribed load-serving capability, with the resulting upward or downward deviation yielding a 

less than desirable cost-benefit tradeoff either way.  Nonetheless, a rational guideline that may 

be difficult to achieve is better than no guideline at all, and at least provides a frame of reference 

for making the decision. 

What will happen in the unlikely circumstance that a critical contingency occurs at a load level 

exceeding the minimum permissible load-serving capability of the system, as defined by the 

Equal Slope Criterion?  The answer is that the system will experience a brief period of 

unacceptable equipment overload or undervoltage, and the operators will then take whatever 

actions are deemed necessary to restore acceptable operation, including load-shedding.  This 

unfortunate but rare consequence is judged to be acceptable in order to avoid the excessive 

capital expenditure required to avoid it. 

Please note there are special circumstances in which the Equal Slope Criterion may be nullified 

by overriding safety considerations.  Post-contingency thermal and voltage violations discovered 

in planning studies, at loads above the minimum permissible load-serving capability or 

threshold, are usually ignored as they may be remediated by post-contingency supervisory load-

shedding.  The one exception to this allowance is a severely overloaded overhead conductor, 

which may present a hazard due to conductor sag and inadequate clearance.  The general rules 

for overload management in planning studies guided by the Equal Slope Criterion are as 

follows: 

 Below Equal Slope threshold load, no pre-contingency or post-contingency overloads of any 
subtransmission equipment are permitted. 

 Above Equal Slope threshold load, subtransmission equipment and buried cable (but not 
overhead conductor) may exceed 110% of its rating post-contingency, with the 
understanding that operators will quickly intervene with load-shedding to relieve the 
overload and avoid damage to equipment. 

 Above Equal Slope threshold load, any overhead conductor must be within 110% of its 
rating post-contingency, for all credible N-1 conditions.    
 

Note also that typical operating criteria (e.g. 90%-110% voltage range post-contingency and 

95%-105% voltage range pre-contingency, with 5% maximum delta-V for switching) are 

unchanged by use of this criterion. 

Load duration curve and Equal Slope parameters for the Greater Rutland Load Pocket 

The “load pocket” or closed interface of specific interest in this study is that of the Greater 

Rutland Area, defined previously in this report as being bounded by the following breakers and 

including all generation therein: 

 VELCO Blissville H76 46 kV breaker  
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 VELCO North Rutland H71 46 kV breaker 

 CVPS North Rutland B-2 46 kV breaker 

 VELCO Cold River H89 46 kV breaker 

 CVPS Cavendish B-16 46 kV breaker 
 

Figure 6 denotes the load duration curve for this load pocket as well as the load-serving 

threshold and permissible exposure duration as defined by the Equal Slope Criterion. 

As can be seen in Figure 6, the load-serving threshold (the minimum acceptable load-serving 

capability within the load pocket, following any recognized first contingency) is 81% of peak 

load.  The corresponding exposure duration is 2.7% or 237 hours per year.  These values are 

recognized in this report’s results tables and related discussion. 
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Appendix B - Rutland Area Action Plan (Updated) 
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Project-Specific Action Plan 

for the Rutland/Cold River Area9 

 
Lead utility 

Affected utilities 

GMP 

GMP 

Date of this plan: 

April 1, 2014 

 

Description of 
deficiency 

Among the most difficult contingencies for this area is the loss of any 
one of the VELCO 115/46 kV transformers that supply it, meaning 
those at North Rutland, Cold River, or Blissville.  Following such a loss, 
at least one of the remaining two transformers may overload at higher 
load levels, accompanied by local 46 kV line overloads and/or system 
undervoltage.  Further load growth without remediation will exacerbate 
these existing problems.  This is a predominantly bulk deficiency that 
affects the subtransmission system.  Additionally, the recently acquired 
VMPD system is sourced solely from VELCO’s Florence 115/46 kV 
transformer.  Redundant sourcing would be preferred for a load of this 
magnitude. 

Critical load level / 
timing of need 

Approximately 81% of peak load (i.e. approximately 810 Mw statewide 
or approximately 78 Mw within the local load pocket) / Past 

Geographical Area  

 

The GMP system in the greater Rutland area includes the 46 kV 

transmission system, 12.5 kV distribution system, and the 

concentration of customer loads in the Rutland and Cold River areas 

that are fed primarily by VELCO’s North Rutland and Cold River 

115/46 kV transformers, extending eastward to Cavendish.  It also 

includes the 46 kV transmission and distribution systems feeding the 

somewhat sparser loads to the south and west of Rutland that are fed 

by VELCO’s Blissville 115/46 kV transformer and that extend down to 

Dorset.  It also includes the VMPD system.  It is summer peaking at 

about 96 Mw (not counting VMPD).  The load in this “pocket” had been 

growing at an average rate of 1.22% per year until about 2007.  Since 

then, load has been static, neither growing nor declining.  

                                                           
9
 Referred to in the 2012 Vermont Long-Range Transmission Plan. 
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Transmission 
solution(s) & study 
status 

Studies, including cost estimates of potential solution alternatives, 
were completed in 2012 but should be updated.  Declining area load 
projections, the integration of the recently acquired VMPD system, the 
resolution of the West Rutland Knob Wind Farm project, along with 
emerging resources associated with Standard Offer, the Solar Capital 
initiative and a recent Rutland area gasification plant proposal, all 
require study updates.  

Three transmission solution options were evaluated in this study.  All 

three feature a single new interconnection (i.e. transformation) from 

VELCO’s 115 kV network to the area’s 46 kV network.  They would be 

located at North Rutland (expansion of the existing VELCO North 

Rutland 115/46 kV substation with a second transformer), South 

Rutland (new substation), or West Rutland (expansion of the existing 

VELCO West Rutland 345/115 kV substation).  All three would also 

include 46 kV line reconductoring.  Their evaluations have been 

completed, but the area’s emerging changes and uncertainties will 

require a reexamination and reassessment. 

The availability of an existing 115 kV bay position at VELCO’s West 

Rutland sub is in question, due to its possible claim by a local 

generation project which may or may not prove to be commercially 

viable.  This uncertainty must be resolved in order to confidently 

estimate and compare all option costs, including NTAs. 

NTA screening This deficiency screened in for full NTA analysis in the 2012 VT Long-
Range Transmission Plan. 

NTA solution(s) & 
study status 

The previously preferred NTA (“NTA Option 2”) had two main features.  

First, there was a planned cluster of new generation units assumed at 

Lalor Avenue (in Rutland City), totaling 15 Mw @ 90% power factor 

capability at present day and 30 Mw @ 90% power factor capability in 

10 years.  Second, the normally-open 46 kV B7 connection between 

West Rutland and VMPD is (still) assumed to be normally closed, GMP 

West Rutland to Proctor 46 kV is (still) assumed to be 

reconductored/rebuilt as 477 MCM "T, and the 7 Mw OMYA GT is 

(still) assumed to be dispatched post-contingency, if needed to provide 

further area support.  Last, the normally-open 46 kV West Rutland tap 

to Lalor 46 kV line is assumed to be normally closed to further 

leverage the benefit of the added generation. 

Recent analysis indicates that the Rutland area resource gap is now 

only about 8-9 Mw, with further reduction expected due to the growth 

of solar resources in the area, a result of GMP’s Solar Capital initiative. 

New analysis of load trends in the Rutland area for the years 2007-

2013 indicate a static load (i.e. no significant growth or decline in that 

time period).  GMP’s current Rutland-area goal of 10 Mw of photo 

voltaic generation by 2015, combined with an assumed capacity factor 
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of 50%, yields a reduction in net load peak summer daytime load of at 

least 5 Mw below the peak load assumed for the prior studies of this 

area.  Further solar facilities are anticipated after 2015, meaning that 

the summer day-time peaks will be expected to decline further. 

Therefore, within a relatively short time (several years) net loads in the 

Rutland area will no longer peak during daylight hours, even in 

summer.  Instead, the net peaks will be later in the day, probably 

around sundown.  These post-sundown peak loads are expected to 

continue with little change up or down for the foreseeable future, and 

will be the definitive conditions for planning purposes.  GMP’s latest 

analysis indicates that the remaining area resource gap (as now 

defined by the post-sundown peak loads) may be as small as 2-3 Mw.   

This remaining “gap” cannot be closed by means of solar generation 

because it occurs after sundown; therefore, it appears that “above the 

cap” Standard Offer resources (which tend to be mostly solar) cannot 

effectively address whatever Rutland-area reliability deficiency remains 

after the initial 10 Mw of Solar Capital capacity is installed. 

NTA/TA hybrid 
solution(s) & study 
status 

Technically, the “preferred NTA” described above is really a NTA/TA 
hybrid because it includes significant 46 kV line upgrades and 46 kV 
network reconfiguration. 

Solution selection More analysis is needed to determine the best solution alternative from 
among those described above; the pending Rutland Area Solutions 
Study will make that determination, with emphasis on post sundown 
summer peak loads and using the same study assumptions outlined 
within the Rutland Area Deficiency Study and Reliability Plan Update. 

 Starting with the assumptions of static area load going forward, 
adjust basecases to reflect present-day post-sundown peak 
load. 

 Work with VEIC to determine efficiency measures that could 
impact post-sundown peak load reliability problems with due 
regard for costs and alacrity. 

 Evaluate proposal for bio-gasification plant. 

 Determine outcome of West Rutland wind farm project and its 
effect on the availability of the 115 kV bay at West Rutland. 

 Evaluate all other relevant resource possibilities for that meet 
the needs outlined in this study. 

 Redo critical contingencies and analysis using these updated 
assumptions. 

 Run economic analysis to determine winners from 
combinations that just meet criteria, including an evaluation of 
potential market-based revenue from generation alternatives. 

 Finish up analytical details and draft “Rutland Area Solutions 
Study Report” - review with VSPC. 

 Include closure of the B7 tie between GMP west Rutland and 
legacy VMPD, and reconductoring from West Rutland to 
Proctor as part of all solution alternatives.  It is possible that 
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this networked mode of operation may alter the area’s 2-3 Mw 
resource requirement described earlier in the report. 

Final Reliability Plan to be filed no later than April 1, 2015 

Cost allocation Pending solution selection. 

Public outreach The public outreach plan will be developed following solution selection. 

Implementation The anticipated date by which a Section 248 application will be filed, if 
needed, is 2016. 

Factors that may 
affect project timing 

The following considerations may affect project timing: 

 VELCO priorities and schedule 

 Developer interaction with respect to the proposed Rutland 
gasification plant. 

 Difficulty of integrating VMPD as a networked component of the 
Rutland area system. 

 Resolution of the open 115 kV bay at West Rutland substation. 

 

  


